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1. Introduction

Current Web querying systems are based on a “data ship-
ping” mode wherein data is downloaded from remote sites
to the user-site, queries are processed locally against these
documents, and then further data is downloaded from the
network based on these results. A data shipping approach
suffers from several disadvantages, including the transfer
of large amounts of unnecessary data resulting in network
congestion and poor bandwidth utilization, the client-site
becoming a processing bottleneck, and extended user re-
sponse times due to sequential processing.

In this paper, we present an alternative “query shipping”
approach wherein queries emanating from the user-site are
forwardedfrom one site to another on the Web, the query
is processed at each recipient site, and the associated re-
sults are returned to the user. Our design does not require
co-ordination from any “master site”, making it atruly dis-
tributed scheme. It has been implemented as part ofDI-
ASPORA (DIstributed Answering System for Processing
of Remote Agents), a new Java-based Web database system
that is currently operational and is undergoing field trials on
our campus network [2].

2. Query Processing System

Our design supports queries that have predicates on
both structure and content– for example, “Find all the
RealAudio song files that are within two local hyperlink
traversals from the Microsoft homepage”. Each user-query
Q is converted into an equivalent alternating sequence
of hyperlink traversal patterns and remote site-queries:

Q = S p1 q1 p2 q2 � � � pn qn

whereS is the set of starting sites for processing the query,
pi is theith traversal pattern, andqi is theith sub-query.

The query processing operates as follows: From the user-
site,Q is sent to the sites enumerated inS. Each of these
sites then sends it to the sites that can be reached either di-
rectly or transitively by ap1 traversal. These sites evaluate
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q1 against the local Web contents and send results, if any, to
the user-site. Further, theyrewrite the query to reflect the
processed part andforward it, either directly or transitively,
to the set of sites reachable byp2. At the recipient sites,
the same operations are performed, and this process con-
tinues until all the query-evaluation paths have been fully
explored.

A variety of interesting issues arise in implementing the
above scheme, including the following:

Recognizing Query Completion: Since queries migrate
from site to site without centralized coordination, users
cannot determine for sure when their queries have been
fully executed and all the results have been received.
We have therefore designed a protocol wherein each
site at which the query is processed sends, to the user-
site, simple state information about the query that it
received and the set of sites to which it forwarded the
query. This data is sufficient to unambiguously detect
query completion.

Eliminating Query Recomputation: Due to the highly
interconnected structure of the Web, a site may receive
the same user-querymultiple times through different
traversal paths. Recognizing and preventing the re-
computation of these duplicate queries is important not
only to save on local processing effort but also because
of thecascading effectsuch recomputations could have
because of query forwarding. This issue is addressed
by maintaining, at each site, a log of the queries (and
their associated states) that have been previously pro-
cessed at the site.

More details of the issues involved in distributed Web-query
processing and our system design and implementation are
available in the full version of this paper [1].
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